
Strayfield Gallery presents 

Alex Voinea: Learning To Fly 

 
 
Zoom! Splash! Freeze! The universe was created in an instant. And it is exactly this Big 
Bang of creation that the Spanish-Romanian artist Alex Voinea is able to catch over and 
over and over again. 
 
In a time when much contemporary art is about inequality, abuse and conflict, Voinea’s work 
liberates us as human beings from the shame and condemnation of our cultures and takes 
us into the raw instant perception of our senses, from which all human creation derives. 
 
This is where it happens. And where we find the worm-hole we need to yet again experience 
the freedom to actually sense and interact with the world without Instagram and Google 
controlling us. At least this is how Kristian von Hornsleth, artist and curator of the exhibition 
sees it, as he is looking forward to exposing the Danish audience to the wild ways of painter 
Alex Voinea: 
 
“These paintings are not giving you any political, moral or aesthetic explanation to lean on. 
You are meeting the colours without a manual. It is back to your instincts and away from the 



weird, suppressing world we have created, where we prefer cheap sneakers to freedom.” 
Kristian von Hornsleth explains. 
 
Ingenious snapshots 
Alex Voinea was born in Romania in 1973 and took part in the revolution against the 
Ceaușescus as a teenager. During the chaotic days of clashes and shooting he experienced 
how the adrenalin in his body expanded his emotions. 
 
As a painter, Voinea is catching this state of alertness yet again, when he confronts his 
canvases with colours, media and brushes. “The game of constantly seeking balance is what 
gives me an adrenaline rush.” Voinea says: 
 
”What interests me is to create and freeze in a moment in time a vibrant universe with a big 
bang of colours.” 
 
Alex Voinea is artistically related to the Spanish artist Miró, and his art refers, according to 
curator Kristian von Hornsleth, to Dadaism, Surrealism and Expressionism after the Second 
World War. Von Hornsleth also points out surf culture, deep sea fishing, musical notes, 
improvisations and jazz in his view of Voinea's artistic language. 
 
“He is a genius when it comes to controlling colours. What he is doing is so difficult and yet 
so meticulous.” von Hornsleth continues: “You are being pushed around in this dreamy 
colour orgy. It shows us a dissolved world-picture with no up and down or back and forth. It’s 
just a snapshot, a kind of monument to the instant.” 
 
Break from the turmoil of 2020 
Curator Kristian von Hornsleth and gallery manager Anders Munk Ebbesen fell in love with 
the South European artist Alex Voinea on an international art fair a couple of years ago and 
have now invited him to Denmark to share their joy of his “utopian” paintings: 
 
“These paintings are a sheer explosion of energy, and in these dark times we really need 
this massive injection of positive energy.” Kristian von Hornsleth says: “We need a break 
from the intellectual and political wars that are going on and the huge problems of today: 
Corona, climate change, Trump, sexism and paedophilia. We call the exhibition "Learning To 
Fly", because we see hope in these pictures. We see an opportunity to learn new tricks to 
handle the mess we are in.” 
 
Gallery Strayfield is, by this upcoming exhibition, purposely choosing a different road than 
much of the international art world in 2020, where a lot of cutting-edge art is dedicated to 
various political agendas.  
 
This straying from the known boulevards of art is in Gallery Strayfield’s DNA, hence the 
name: “If we aim at trying to grasp the time we are in, we need to be in opposition to what 
the average citizen will devote their attention to. And right now, we are directing our attention 
to a man and his work that is screaming: "Life is great!” Kristian von Hornsleth explains. 
 



“So, when the colour-frightened Danes are becoming furniture in their own kitchens, we 
need a colourful orgy of sperm to really kickstart their life again. We want to share this 
energy and give people a chance to invest in some real positive power.”  
 
Please reach out for more information: 
Gallery Manager 
Anders Munk Ebbesen 
 +45 29 74 57 50 
info@strayfieldgallery.com 
https://www.strayfieldgallery.com/ 
 
JOIN THE VERNISSAGE 
The exhibit “Learning To Fly” by Alex Voinea opens in Gallery Strayfield on Strandvejen 149, 
2900 Hellerup on Thursday October 8th 2020 from 5-7 pm. The guests will be able to 
experience a talk between the artist himself and curator Kristian von Hornsleth. 
 
Alex Voinea 
Born in 1973 and grew up in Romania, which he fled as a 19-year old during the revolution. 
Today living and working in Barcelona with prior exhibitions in Paris, Bruxelles, Milano, 
Amsterdam, London, Stockholm, New York and Los Angeles. From October 8th till 
November 7th 2020 his art will be exhibited in Denmark for the first time in Gallery Strayfield 
in Hellerup. 
 
Gallery Strayfield 
Founded in 2018 is dedicated to radical, expressive art from international artists driven by 
intellectual thinking. Strayfield was created by four art lovers with the mission of showing and 
promoting eye-opening, contemporary art of high value. 
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